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KUWAIT SWEDISH CLEANING SERVICES CO.

  Janitorial Services (Government + Private Contracts)
  Marble crystallization by German Product (MKS Crystallization Fluid)
  Housekeeping Services
  Carpet + Upholstery Shampooing
  Cleaning Service (Contractual & Initial)
  Glass cleaning
  Facade Cleaning
  Tea Boy + Messenger Services
  Waste Removal (Compactable + Non-Compactable)
  Sewage Cleaning
  Suppliers of Cleaning Equipment + Hygiene Products

  Premiere Products - UK
  MKS Funks GmbH - Germany
  IP Cleaning – Italy
  SOTECO – Italy
  GHIBLI – Italy
  Lavor Wash – Italy
  Techno Trolley – Italy
  Enviro Dri – UK
  Roto Wash – Australia
  Expokro – Spain
  Fanda Hygiene – Taiwan

For Sewage Services Contact # - 97886836 / 97886846

Head office –Salah ElDeen Street, Al Bahar Building – 2nd Floor
Tel: 1822224 – Fax: 2243 8239

Box-21225 - Safat-13073 – Kuwait

Email: info@kuwaitswedish.com

AGENTS FOR FINEST CLEANING PRODUCTS:

ACTIVITIES:

Happy Independence Day

Pride article on - page no. 32

Breaking new ground 
in skies!

Father-daughter duo 

creates history by flying 

fighter jets together
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On this very special and joyous 

occasion of the 75th anniversary 

of Independence of India, it is my 

honour and privilege to extend 

warm greetings and best wishes 

to my fellow countrymen and 

women in Kuwait. I also convey 

my best wishes for the continued 

good health and well-being of 

His Highness Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, Amir 

of the State of Kuwait; His Highness Sheikh Misha’al Al-Ahmad 

Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, Crown Prince of the State of Kuwait; His 

Highness Sheikh Ahmad Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah, Prime 

Minister of the State of Kuwait; and to the Government and 

the friendly people of the State of Kuwait.

I would also like to take this opportunity to express my 

deep appreciation and profound gratitude to all well-

wishers and friends of India in Kuwait, particularly to the 

leadership, the Government and the people of the State 

of Kuwait, for their steadfast commitment to the close and 

friendly relations between India and Kuwait and also for their 

support to the Indian community. I would like to reiterate 

India’s commitment and keenness to further strengthen and 

expand the long-standing dynamic partnership with the 

State of Kuwait. 

This year 

marks the 75th 

a n n i v e r s a r y 

of India’s 

Independence. 

It is a significant 

milestone in 

our quest to 

build a new, 

resurgent and 

self-sufficient India, an Aatmanirbhar Bharat. In his address 

to the nation on the occasion of the 75th Independence 

Day of India, Hon’ble Prime Minister of India Shri Narendra 

Modi said, “There comes a time in the development journey 

of every country when the country redefines itself afresh 

and pushes forward with new resolutions. Today that time 

has arrived in the development journey of India. We should 

not limit the occasion of 75 years of Indian independence 

to just one ceremony. We must lay the groundwork for new 

resolutions and move forward with new resolutions. Starting 

from here, the entire journey of the next 25 years, when we 

celebrate the centenary of Indian independence, marks the 

Amrit period of creation of a new India. The fulfillment of our 

resolutions in this Amrit period will take us to the hundredth 

anniversary of Indian independence with pride.” 

Hon’ble Prime Minister of India continued, “The goal of 

'Amrit Kaal'  is to ascend to new heights of prosperity for India 

and the citizens of India. The goal of 'Amrit Kaal' is to create 

an India where the level of facilities is not dividing the village 

and the city. The 

goal of 'Amrit 

Kaal' is to build 

an India where 

the government 

does not 

i n t e r f e r e 

u n n e c e s s a r i l y 

in the lives of 

citizens. The goal of 'Amrit Kaal' is to build an India where 

there is world’s every modern infrastructure. We should not 

be lesser than anyone. This is the resolve of the crores of 

countrymen. But the resolve remains incomplete until it is 

not accompanied by the extreme hard work and courage. 

Therefore, we have to realize all our resolutions with hard 

work and courage, and these dreams and resolutions are 

also for effective contribution to a safe and prosperous world 

beyond our borders. Amrit Kaal is of  25 years. But we don't 

have to wait for long to achieve our goals. We have to start 

now. We don't have a moment to lose. This is the right time. 

Our country also has to change and we as citizens have to 

change ourselves too. We also have to adapt ourselves to 

the changing era.” 

Last few years have been challenging for the entire world 

as the COVID-19 pandemic threatened the very existence of 

human race. During this hour of crisis, India not only managed 

to face the COVID-19 pandemic with great fortitude but 

also stayed 

true to our age-

old ethos of 

‘ Va s u d h a i v a 

Kutumbakam’, 

where we treat 

the world as one 

big family. In 

Ambassador’s Message 
on the occasion of 

Independence Day of India, 
August 15, 2022
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July this year, 

we created 

history by 

crossing the 

special figure 

of two billion 

vaccine doses 

in India’s 

d o m e s t i c 

vaccinat ion 

drive which was unparalleled in scale and speed. This has also 

strengthened the global fight against COVID-19. India was 

the first responder to calls of help and assistance from many 

countries. India, as the pharmacy of the world, dispatched 

medicines and medical supplies to over 150 countries in the 

world. Our medical professionals travelled  all across the 

world to augment and support healthcare infrastructures of 

other countries. India also supplied vaccines to more than 

hundred countries around the world, including 200,000 doses 

of Made-in-India vaccine to the friendly State of Kuwait. At 

the same time, Kuwait, with the active support of the Indian 

diaspora, emerged as one of the major suppliers of medical 

oxygen to 

India when 

India faced 

the second 

phase of the 

COVID 19 

pandemic.

D e s p i t e 

the many 

challenges of posed by the pandemic, Indian economy 

continues to remain on firm footing. ‘Aatmanirbhar Bharat’ 

(Self-Reliant India) campaign which envisages a merger of 

the local with the global, has played the role of a catalyst 

in India’s economic revival. The massive business friendly 

reforms and policies contributed in unleashing the true 

potential of the country. India stands at 63rd among 190 

nations in the World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business ranking 

and in the Top 50 countries in the Global Innovation Index 

(GII) of the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO). 

India is currently in the United Nations Security Council 

(UNSC) as a non-permanent member and it continues to 

place an undeterred faith and belief in multilateral approach 

taking the lead on issues such as fight against international 

terrorism, climate change, energy security, food security, 

and the reform of multilateral institutions. India’s presidency 

of the G-20 in 2023 presents an enormous opportunity to 

accelerate sustainable growth within India and beyond.

At the 

bilateral front, 

we continue to 

make steady 

progress in our 

engagement 

with the 

State of 

Kuwait. As we 

conclude the 

yearlong celebrations that marked the 60th anniversary 

of establishment of our diplomatic relations, I extend my 

sincere gratitude to all who collaborated with the Embassy 

to organize hundreds of commemorative events which 

made the anniversary year a memorable one. Our bilateral 

trade and investment continued to grow despite the many 

challenges posed by COVID 19 pandemic. India remains a 

reliable partner for Kuwait maintaining supply of essential 

commodities including foodstuffs. 

We at the Embassy always place highest priority to the 

welfare and 

w e l l - b e i n g 

of the Indian 

C o m m u n i t y 

in Kuwait. 

I thank our 

brave frontline 

h e a l t h c a r e 

p r o f e s s i o n a l s , 

our doctors and our nurses for their selfless service to the 

community. The Embassy continues to be your ‘Home 

Away from Home’. I thank the Indian Community Support 

Group (ICSG), Indian Doctors Forum (IDF), Indian Business 

and Professional Council (IBPC) and the many professional 

bodies, cultural groups and associations and the many 

volunteers and media representatives for joining hands with 

the Embassy to extend support to those in need. 

Once again, 

on this joyous 

and proud 

occasion of the 

75th anniversary 

of India’s 

Independence I 

wish every Indian 

in Kuwait and all 

friends of India in Kuwait good health and happiness. 

August 15, 2022

Kuwait

***
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M.A. Asad Khan
GM-Managing Partner- KSCS,G5 Gen.Trad, 

& AlLewaa Security Services 

On the occasion of 76th Independence 

Day of India, I extend warm greetings and 

heartiest felicitations to all members of 

the Indian community living in the state of 

Kuwait.

On this historic day in 1947 India attained independence, 

breaking the shackles of colonialism. The national movement 

led by the Father of the Indian Nation, Mahatma Gandhi, 

reaffirmed the values of peace and non-violence. The 

ideals and convictions of our forefathers were subsequently 

engraved in the principles of our Constitution which continues 

to be our beacon even today.

In the 75 years of independence, India has come a long 

way. It has evolved as a modern and dynamic nation, with 

over 1.38 billion Indians working together to fulfil their dreams 

and aspirations.

In terms of its economic growth, it is one of the fastest 

growing economies in the world; in terms of its environmental 

efforts, it leads in conservation efforts including the Blue 

Revolution for bluer oceans and skies; in technology, with 

cost effective and influentially bold space programs, it has 

launched some of the most powerful rockets and satellites, 

as well as in its actions of tenacity and strength, on education 

for all.

As we celebrate our achievements, we are also conscious 

of our responsibilities towards the planet. Our motto is Sabka 

Saath, Sabka Vishwas - meaning “together, for everyone's 

growth, with everyone's trust”. India’s development 

cooperation ranges from commerce to culture, energy to 

engineering, health to housing, IT to infrastructure, sports 

to science, disaster relief and humanitarian assistance to 

restoration and preservation of cultural and heritage assets. 

***

Happy Independence DayHappy Independence Day

Independence was the result of years and decades and 

centuries of sacrifice and valour on the part of our ancestors 

and our revered freedom fighters. Our freedom fighters had 

a dream for the country. Let us realize that dream by working 

hard for the development of our motherland. Today we 

are free because of the efforts of our freedom fighters. We 

promise that we will always cherish our freedom. 

Happy Independence Day!

Ravi Varrier 
Chief Executive Officer

Al-Rashed International Shipping Co., Kuwait

***

Today we celebrate the glory of 
freedom. We don’t understand the value 
of it until we lose it, so let’s remember 
about that and never let it go. 

Freedom should not be something you have to deserve. 
It’s something you just naturally have. Something that no one 
can take away from you. Let’s celebrate Freedom! Freedom 
is for everyone. It doesn’t see colours or shapes. We need to 
build our new future, full of love and understanding. 

On this national festival celebration, I am very happy to 
promote our Indian values with joy and happiness with you.

Happy Independence Day!

Indian Frontliners Kuwait Covid Relief WarriorsIndian Frontliners Kuwait Covid Relief Warriors
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Ashok Kalra
(Managing Director/Partner)

Mughal Mahal Gen Trad & Cont Co.W.L.L.
Fmr. Hon. Chairman (Indian Community School)

***

It is a privilege and pleasure for me 
to extend my heartiest greetings to all 
readers of Frontliners on the occasion 
of our nation’s 75th anniversary of 
independence.

On this 75th anniversary, or ‘Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav’, of 
our country’s glorious march along the path of development 
and progress in every field, it is a matter of great pride for all 
Indians that each year of our Independence since 1947 has 
been marked with numerous remarkable achievements and 
accomplishments that would make any country proud.

 As the year-long Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav celebrations 
reach its pinnacle on this Independence Day, it would be 
the right time to look  back on yet another eventful year of 
multifaceted developments and achievements, as we strive 
to build a self-reliant India.

 Perhaps our biggest accomplishment during the past 
year was undertaking the mammoth vaccination drive to 
tame the COVID-19 pandemic. Against all predictions, and 
in what is undoubtedly a global record, India has so far 
managed to deliver over 2 billion doses of vaccine to the 
public, and fully vaccinate nearly 930 million people out of 
a total population of around 1.3 billion.

 Although India had the second highest number of 
infections, we managed to keep the total number of deaths 
from the pandemic down to a little over 1 percent of those 
infected. While we extend our condolences to families of 
the victims, we also need to salute the valor and courage of 
our frontline workers, many of whom paid the ultimate price, 
so that we could live on safely. These martyrs and those who 
still continue to work on the frontlines in the battle against 
the virus, deserve to be honored and thanked in no small 
measure.

 Independence Day is an occasion when we pay 
homage to our martyrs who sacrificed their lives so that 

future generations could enjoy the fruits of freedom. August 
15 is also a time when we salute the bravery of our men and 
women in uniform who resolutely guard our borders day 
and night, and pay our respects to all those who laid down 
their lives to protect the land and ensure that our freedom 
continues to flourish.

  Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav is a celebration of the culture, 
heritage and traditions of India’s ancient civilization that 
traces its roots thousands of years back. The 75th anniversary 
is also a celebration of young nation — with 18 percent youth 
population, India is among the youngest nations in the world

 On this 75th anniversary of our Independence Day, let us 
pledge to uphold the values of our ancestors of living and 
working together for the welfare of all. Let us use the Azadi 
Ka Amrit Mahotsav as a rallying call to join hands and help 
the less privileged members of society, let us lend a hand to 
uplift the poor, to teach the illiterate, to relieve the suffering 
of those exploited.

 Working together, we can 
bring about changes in society 
so that every person can lead 
the life they desire and grow 
to their fullest extent of their 
potential.  Perhaps the best 
example of what an individual 
can accomplish in India when 
provided the opportunity to 
rise to their full capability is 
that of our President-elect, 
Smt. Droupadi Murmu, who 
has become India’s first tribal 
President and the second 
woman President.

 I think our Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi said it best. 
On learning of the election win of Mrs. Murmu, the prime 
minister noted: “India scripts history. At a time when 1.3 billion 
Indians are marking Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav, a daughter 
of India hailing from a tribal community, born in a remote 
part of eastern India, has been elected our President! 

Congratulations to Smt. Droupadi Murmu Ji on this feat.”

And it was indeed a remarkable feat. A Santhal tribal 
leader from Rairangpur in Mayurbhanj district of Odisha, 
Smt. Draupadi Murmu embodies resilience, persistence 
and strength. Starting her political career as councilor in 
Odisha, she went on to become a state minister and later 
the Governor of Jharkhand. Though she has battled multiple 
personal challenges, losing her two sons and husband to 
personal tragedies, nothing could shake her resolve to serve 
the public.

 While before she was an inspiration to thousands of 
women in Odisha and Jharkhand, now with her election as 
the new occupant of Rashtrapati Bhavan she will certainly 
motivate and galvanize women all over India.

 In Kuwait, under the aegis of our dynamic & dedicated 
Ambassador Shri Sibi George the community has been 
involved over the past year in numerous Azadi Ka Amrit 
Mahotsav celebrations. Last year also marked the 60th 
anniversary of our diplomatic relations with Kuwait. Against 
the backdrop of these twin celebrations, let us  take this 
opportunity to thank Kuwait and its leadership for hosting 
the Indian community in this country, and for permitting us 
to contribute to the socio-economic development of both 
India and Kuwait.

 Today, the nearly a million-strong vibrant Indian 
community, which forms the largest expatriate group in 
Kuwait, is an attestation of the deep-rooted social, cultural 
and commercial ties that bind India and Kuwait, and a 
reflection of the robust people-to-people relations we have 
maintained and nourished over the past many decades.

 On this 75th anniversary of our independence let us 
rededicate ourselves to the nation and pledge to take 
forward the flame of freedom that was handed to us by past 
generations, and promise to keep that flame burning bright 
for posterity.

Jai Hind.
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S.K.Wadhawan
Chairman, Samara Group of  Co.

Happy Independence DayHappy Independence Day

Today is the day we pay respect to 
our beautiful nation. The Independence 
Day celebration is marked throughout 
the country with Indian flag-hosting 
ceremonies, drills, and the singing of the 
Indian national anthem. 

Freedom is the most precious thing 
in every human’s life. Let us take pride 

in celebrating Independence Day as we are a country 
of brave men who gave their lives for the freedom of our 
nation and brought glory to us with their sacrifices. Let’s all 
celebrate the great Freedom! 

Happy Independence Day!

K.S. Lamba
MD, Almailem group of companies

Independence Day is significant as it 
commemorates the valour and spirit of 
the freedom fighters who fought for the 
nation’s independence from British rule. 
The day is recognized as that of national 

pride and honour.

Indian nationalism was established throughout the Indian 
independence movement, which crusaded for freedom 
from British rule. Indian nationalism is an illustration of territorial 
nationalism, which is all-encompassing of all of the people 
of India, despite their diverse ethnic, linguistic and religious 
backgrounds.

The wisdom of collective fit in came partially with the 
experience of amalgamated struggles. Nonetheless, there 
were also a diversity of cultural processes through which 
nationalism apprehended people’s imagination. History 
and fiction, folklore and songs, popular prints and symbols all 
played a part in nationalism.

Happy Independence Day!

***

***

S. Ramadoss
President - IFL

MD, Global Technology Co.

On this happy occasion of India's 
76th Independence Day, it gives me 
great pleasure to extend my warmest 
regards and heartfelt congratulations to 

all members of the Indian community in Kuwait, and to wish 
them good health, peace, happiness and prosperity.

In this day of freedom let us keep in mind how India has set 
an example to globe by means of confident freedom battle. 
India is known to be a country that follows the concepts of 
respect and equality for all its citizens. We are known as 
ambassadors of peace in any nation that we live and set an 
example to others for hard work, dedication and peaceful 
coexistence. Let us thank our country for acknowledging 
prestigious scientists, doctors, teachers, technocrats and 
entrepreneurs who have excelled not only in India but on a 
global scale.

Let us endeavor to create our country a better and safe 
home by following the concepts trained by our excellent 
leaders. Let us distribute attention, information, concepts 
and obtain knowledge. If each individual of our country 
follows these fundamental concepts he would develop, so 
would his family, his environment and gradually it would lead 
our country to become a great nation. JAI HIND!

Happy Independence Day!
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Dr. R. Seetharaman
CEO, Doha Bank Group

Dhiraj Oberoi
Managing Partner, KITCO

***

India celebrates the 76th anniversary 
of its independence; In these 75 
years, India’s growth story has been 
impressive, from agricultural production 
to nuclear and space technology, from 
affordable health care to world-class 
educational institutions, from Ayurveda 
to biotechnology, from giant steel 

plants to becoming an IT power and having the third-largest 
start-up ecosystem in the world.

India’s birth as an independent nation through a non-

violent freedom movement led by Mahatma Gandhi and 
other great leaders was indeed unique. The establishment 
of a vibrant democratic polity by our founding fathers 
and mothers, and the strengthening of those democratic 
values over the last seven and a half decades, has been 
one of India’s greatest achievements. Given India’s great 
diversity, in terms of geography, language, religion, culture 
and ethnicity, the country’s journey towards development, 
prosperity and stability is a story of inspiration. Strong 
democratic institutions, a widely respected electoral body, 
the rule of law, a vigorous media and a vibrant civil society 
have contributed to what India is today. Democratic values 
in India have percolated to the grass-roots through the 
decentralized system of governance which begins at the 
level of village councils or the Panchayati Raj Institutions. This 
is one of the biggest achievements of independent India.

Democracy has ensured that virtually every region of 
India and every group is represented at the highest levels of 
office in India. Women leaders have been elected as Prime 
Minister, President and Speaker of the Indian parliament 
and chief ministers of several of India’s large states. Since 
independence, women have been in senior bureaucracy, 
police and now in combat roles in our armed forces, working 
as space and nuclear scientists and CEOs of major firms.

Affirmative action has enabled all sections of society to 
have access to higher education, government jobs and to 
rise to occupy leadership positions in both public and private 
sectors. And while we are conscious of our 5,000 years of 
continuous history, we are proud of our contemporary 
achievements in the area of science and technology.

The achievements of independent India are aplenty, 
including the Green Revolution ensuring food security for the 
more than 1.35 billion populations, the Right to Information 
bestowed upon them, the minimum national rural 
employment guarantee scheme and, more recently, the 
JAM trinity (the linking of Aadhar, or the Unique Identification 
Number issued to all residents, with Jan Dhan, or people’s 
bank accounts and mobile numbers) and Ayushman Bharat, 
the national health insurance programme.

Above all, we have a remarkable constitution which has 
stood the test of time since it was adopted in 1950.

Happy Independence Day!

Independence Day is a day to pay 
tribute and remember all the freedom 
fighters who fought for the Independence of 
the country. On August 15, 1947, India was 

declared independent from the British colonialism of more 
than 200 years.  

May this Independence Day bring fortune and success 
for each and every one of us. May our country see more 
progress in the coming years! 

Happy Independence Day!

Happy Independence DayHappy Independence Day Happy Independence DayHappy Independence Day
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Peeyush Jain
COO, ROC Ltd &  

President IIT-IIM Alumni Association

M. Mullick
G.M, Kulaib Inter. Trd. Cont. 

Happy Independence DayHappy Independence Day

Dr. S.M. Hyder Ali 
Chairman, 

TVS Hyder Group

***

***

Major Achievements of 
India Since 1947

Indian Constitution - Our 
Constitution laid down the framework 
that demarcates the fundamental 

political code, rights, and duties of the government and the 
citizens. Our Constitution earned us the title of the largest 
secular, democratic country in the world.

Green Revolution - The Green Revolution was introduced 
in the year 1967, made India a self-sufficient nation. Today, 
India is the largest producer of pulses and the second-largest 
producer of rice, wheat, and sugarcane globally.

Polio Eradication - In 1994, India accounted for 60% of 
the world’s Polio cases. Within two decades, India got the 
“Polio-free certificate” from the World Health Organization 
in 2014. 

Space and Technology - In 1975, India launched its first 
space satellite, “Aryabhata”, and never looked back. We 
successfully launched satellites like Chandrayaan to the 
moon and became the first country to reach Mars in our first 
attempt through Mangalyaan.

Right to Education - The Right to Education Act, 2010 
affirms education as a fundamental right of every child, 
providing free and compulsory elementary education to all.

Right to Information - Right to Information Act, which 
came into force in 2005, is another of the landmark positive 
development in independent India. This act empowers 
common citizens of India to make the high and mighty 
powers of the state accountable to them.

Powerful Defence - After independence, India 
strengthened its defence so that history does not repeat itself. 
In 1974, India conducted “Smiling Buddha”, its first nuclear 
test, making its place on the list of five nuclear-powered 
nations. Today, India has the 2nd largest military force and 
largest voluntary army in the world.

The achievements of India since 1947 are bright examples 
of our great potential. Be it Mangalyaan or Yoga, Olympics 
or Beauty Pageants, India is constantly breaking records and 
making history. With thriving cultures and beliefs, India moves 
further, united, to new heights of success.

Happy Independence Day!

India, one of the largest democracies in the 
world, celebrating our 76th Independence 
Day today. Let us honour every patriot, 
because without them, freedom would not 
have existed. What they did, we can never 
repay. 

My love for my nation is worthiness. My love for my people 
is endless. All I desire for my country is happiness. Let me be 
the first person to wish you a special happy Independence 
Day! 

Happy Independence Day!

One of the major achievement of 
post-independence India was building 
and developing of some world class 
institutions of higher education, such as 
IITs (Indian Institute of Technology), AIIMS 
(All India Institute of Medical Sciences), 

IIMs (Indian Institute of Management), ISI (Indian Statistical 
Institute) etc., where quality academic education has been 
disseminated at nominal cost.

This over the years has made such world class institutions 
economically accessible to a huge section of Indian 
population. This has helped many underprivileged but 
brilliant people to get quality education and quickly move 
to the better side of the economic and social hierarchy and 
also derive name and fame in overseas.

Another of the great achievements of independent 
India is the huge investments in developing basic heavy 
industries during the mid-50s, which helped to develop the 
infrastructural backbone of India in the form of huge steel 
plants and dams, etc.

Massive investment in developing heavy industries was 
the central theme of the Second Five Year Plan of India 
(1956-61). The plan was based on the Mahalanobis model, 
which was developed by the eminent Indian statistician 
Prasanta Chandra Mahalanobis.

Happy Independence Day!
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Er. P. Senthil Kumar M.S.

EQUATE Petrochemicals Company, Kuwait 
( Former Vice President, IFL)

All I desire for my country is 
happiness. Let me be the first 
person to wish you a special Happy 
Independence Day! 

Let's salute our great nation on its Independence Day! I 
hope you all feel grateful for the freedom you have and are 
proud of the nation you were born to. 

India gained independence on 15th August 1947 at 
midnight. Our first Prime Minister, Jawaharlal Nehru, gave a 
beautifully worded speech starting with the words, “At the 
stroke of the midnight hour, when the world sleeps, India will 
awake to life and freedom.” 

Be grateful for the freedom we have in this country. Let us 
remember the brave countrymen who sacrificed their time 
and energy for us to have this freedom.

 May God bless our country and wish you a happy national 
freedom day! 

May this Independence Day bring fortune and success 
for each and every one of us. May our country see more 
progress in the coming years!

 Today is the day we pay respect to our beautiful nation. 
We’ve done so much to build our very own culture and 
heritage, so let’s celebrate it today. 

May this Independence Day be special for you and 
your loved ones. Today we celebrate the glory of freedom. 
We don’t understand the value of it until we lose it, so let’s 
remember about that and never let it go. 

Joy to the nation. Freedom is for everyone. It doesn’t see 
colours or shapes. We’ve had enough of hate and violence, 
and now we need to build our new future, full of love and 
understanding. 

Let’s raise our glasses to Independence Day! We may 

never know how it feels like to live in a free country if it was 
not for the bravery of our fathers. 

Today they deserve a big salute from us. If a man takes 
away someone’s freedom, he no longer has his freedom as 
well. 

We need to unite and fight against people who think they 
have the right to own other people’s lives. 

Let’s all celebrate the great Freedom!

***********

"Freedom is never dear at any price. It is the breath of life. 
What would a man not pay for living?"    - Mahatma Gandhi

"Let every nation know, whether it wishes us well or ill, that 
we shall pay any price, bear any burden, meet any hardship, 
support any friend, oppose any foe to assure the survival and 
the success of liberty."                                   - John F. Kennedy 

"May the sun in his course visit no land more free, more happy, 
more lovely, than this our country!"           - Sardar Bhagat Singh.

"If yet your blood does not rage, then it is water 
that flows in your veins. For what is the flushof
youth, if it is not of service to the motherland." 
                                                             - Chandra Shekhar Azad 

"One individual may die for an ideas, but that idea 
will, after his death, incarnate itself in a thousand lives." 
                                                  - Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose 

"The shots that hit me are the last nails to the coffin of the 
British rule in India."                                            - Lala Lajpat Rai 

"Our aim may be as high as the endless sky, but we should 
have a resolve in our minds to walk ahead, hand-in-hand, 
for victory will be ours."                          - Atal Bihari Vajpayee 

"Let new India arise out of peasants’ cottage, 
grasping the plough, out of huts, cobbler and sweeper." 
                                                                  - Swami Vivekananda

***

Every nation's world view is shaped by 

its civilization and philosophical tradition. 

India's ancient wisdom sees the world as 

one family. Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam 

(Earth is one family), one of the core philosophies of Indian 

civilization since ancient times. 

India is a country committed to the freedoms and liberties 

of democracy and equality. These are the values and 

aspirations that bind India to its friends around the world. We 

are blessed to have a right to speak and to be heard. A right 

several brave souls fought for. 

Let's take a moment to think of their sacrifice and what 

they had to pay for the freedom we enjoy.

On this special day here’s wishing our dreams of a new 

tomorrow come true! May your Independence Day be filled 

with patriotic spirit! 

Happy Independence Day !

Balasubramanian Valavan
VP- Overseas Operation, EDAC Engineering Ltd

***
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As we come approach the 15th 
August 2022, we the children of 
BharatMata’s are filled with pride 
as we celebrate our 75th year of 
independence. A major milestone 
achievement with incomparable 
sacrifices of our forefathers and the 
continued sacrifice our honorable 

defense forces who protect our great borders irrespective of 
the climatic hardships thrown at them!

India over the years has moved leaps and bounds in 
human values, science & technology, manufacturing, 
sports and spirituality, a pillar of our cultural heritage. 
These achievements are a testament to the attitude of 
the people and our continued orientation towards growth 
and development on multiple frontiers. India has ever been 
a land blessed with multitude of diversities, be it cultural, 
religious or lingual; our continued success is an endorsement 
to the world of how our differences are our greatest strengths 
& steadily progressing towards a set goal is merely a routine 
for us.

It seems that every country in the world has an Indian 
diaspora who are propagating the greatness of our culture 
and the sense of unity. India’s position in the top five economic 
powers of the world is not a product of chance but the result 
of planning and pursuing a goal set by the leaders of the 
current and those past. The strengthening of ties between 
India and significant world powers over the last 8 years shows 
the resilience and the tenacity of the present regime. During 
the covid pandemic India exhibited its amazing strength of 
not only creating its own formula vaccines but also reminded 
the rest of globe that that ‘our survival is as important as your 
own!

Every Indian should be proud of these achievements and 
strive for greater peaks in the future.

As Indians, we are to look deep of how to give back 
to Bharat and every step in that direction is a move that 
strengthens our Nation and highlights improvement in social 
development, community welfare and overall economics.

Let me take this opportunity to wish every Indian in every 
corner of the globe a Happy 76th Independence Day.

***

N. Lakshminarayanan B.E.
Specialist (TPL) KNPC, Kuwait

Shaik Abdul Rahiman
Chairman,

The Indian Community School Kuwait and
Indian School of Excellence

AN. Natarajan
Hotel Saravanaa Bhavan, Kuwait

Happy Independence DayHappy Independence DayHappy Independence Day

May this Independence Day be special 
for you and your loved ones. Always stand 
for what you believe, stand for what is 
right and stand for what you desire. True 
freedom lies where the mind is without 
fear.  

Remembering our past is extremely important. But 
we also have to think about building our future. Let’s do 
everything to keep our freedom and carry it through the 
years. Happy Independence Day to the whole nation! 

Happy Independence Day!

My love for my nation is boundless. My 
love for my people is endless. Freedom is 
fulfilled when human dignity and spiritual 
liberty is attained - in addition to social, 
political and economic freedom. All I 
desire for my country is happiness. 

Let’s salute our great nation on its Independence Day! I 
hope you all feel grateful for the freedom you have and are 
proud of the nation you were born to. Jai Hind!

Happy Independence Day!
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Happy Independence Day

Mrs. Ananthi Natarajan
Ex. IFL President

The word “Independence” carries great 
significance for every nation as it allows 
their citizens to stand equally and proudly 
as members of a nation-state recognized 
in the international community. We are 
blessed to have a right to speak and to be 

heard. A right several brave souls fought for. 

Let’s take a moment to think of their sacrifice and what 
they had to pay for the freedom we enjoy. Now we must 
work hard to create a better nation for generations that 
follow. 

Happy Independence Day!

S.V. Krishna Rao
Resident Manager

Oriental Insurance, Kuwait

***

My hearty greetings to you all on the 

occasion of the 76th Independence Day 

of India. The very mention of the word 

Independence brings back nostalgic memories to all those 

who love their beloved country. They are moments of sheer 

magic when a nation held in bondage for centuries breaks 

free from the shackles of foreign rule and breathes in winds 

of freedom. 

The country that suffered slavery is the very country that 

has been admired by many in the West. We need to be 

proud of that legacy. No less a person than Albert Einstein 

has said of India: “We owe a lot to the Indians, who taught 

us how to count, without which no worthwhile scientific 

discovery could have been made.” 

India stood up to the challenge of making a success of its 

independence and proved its critics wrong on many counts. 

Today, it is the largest democracy and is poised for keeping 

its tryst with destiny. 

While we all are proud of the progress our country has 

made, there is so much more we can do at whatever level 

we are working. All my fellow countrymen are full of so much 

talent and possess a unique and personal knowledge of our 

home country. With the powerful combination of hard work, 

talent and resources that all of us have by working in this 

country let us make our positive contribution for the growth 

and development of our motherland. 

Happy Independence Day!

Remesh Ananda Das
Chief Operating Officer,  Oncost

Freedom is the way God intended us, it 
is something we are born with; something 
that no one can take away from you. 

Today let us take some time to value our 
nation and never forget the sacrifices from 

those who gave us freedom. Let me be the first person to wish 
you a special Happy Independence Day! Let’s celebrate 
Freedom! Let's strive to be a people truly committed to our 
nation's progress on this Independence Day. 

Happy Independence Day!

Happy Independence Day
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Ravi Kohli
MD, Al –Sabah & Kohli Group

D. Ram Mohan Reddy
Chief Operating Officer 

New India Assurance (Govt of India PSU), Kuwait.

*** ***

Mathews Varughese
General Manager, BEC

If one looks dispassionately, one can 
say that the continued success of electoral 
democracy in India for more than seven 
decades is one of the major triumphs 
of post-independence India, through 
which it had proved many skeptics utterly 

wrong, including those who at the time of India’s attaining 
independence had predicted balkanization, fascism and 
anarchy for the country.

Those skeptics were not fools. In fact, many of them were 
remarkably intelligent and sensitive people, and they had 
enough reason to predict such gloomy and dangerous 
futures for India, considering the then socio-economic 
condition of the country.

Indians have managed to prove them wrong, for which 
not only its electorate but its political powers must also get 
due credit. Unlike many of its neighbors, India has successfully 
kept the armed forces out of its democratic process for over 
seven decades.

Unlike many of its neighbors, India never had fallen prey to 
a military coup or gone under military rule in these 75 years.

Happy Independence Day!

Independence Day is significant as it 
commemorates the valour and spirit of 
the freedom fighters who fought for the 
nation’s independence from British rule. 
The day is recognized as that of national 

pride and honour.

Indian nationalism was established throughout the Indian 
independence movement, which crusaded for freedom 
from British rule. Indian nationalism is an illustration of territorial 
nationalism, which is all-encompassing of all of the people 
of India, despite their diverse ethnic, linguistic and religious 
backgrounds.

The wisdom of collective fit in came partially with the 
experience of amalgamated struggles. Nonetheless, there 
were also a diversity of cultural processes through which 
nationalism apprehended people’s imagination. History and 
fiction, folklore and songs, popular prints and symbols all 
played a part in nationalism.

Happy Independence Day!

India's Independence Day is significant 
as it stands as a reminder of the sacrifices 
that many freedom fighters made to get 
independence from British rule. India has 
fought for the motherland, culture and 

freedom for centuries. 

The greatest gifts you can give your children are the roots 
of responsibility and the wings of independence. 

Happy Independence Day!

Happy Independence Day

In a first, Indian Navy's all-woman 
aircrew conducts surveillance, 

recon mission.
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Devesh Kumar
Resident Manager, LIC

A country with deep rooted democracy & its vibrant journey towards a making of a new superpower-
The India

India is reviving its economy very fast and many worlds economist have predicted that India will 
overpower the current economic giants in coming decades. A Data from IMF shows the present and the 

future strength of different countries.

Largest countries by GDP, 2022

How the country is moving ahead—few points only given 
here.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY: - India is the leading sourcing 
destination across the world, accounting for approximately 55% 
market share of the US$ 200-250 billion global services sourcing 
business in 2019-20. 

PHARMACY: - India ranks 3rd worldwide for production by 
volume and 14th by value. The nation is the largest provider of 
generic medicines globally, occupying a 20% share in global 
supply by volume, and is the leading vaccine manufacturer 
globally.

ENGINEERING SERVICES: - The Cushman and Wakefield 2021 
Global Manufacturing Risk Index stated that India will benefit 
from relocations from China to other parts of Asia. India has 
been ranked as the second-most sought-after manufacturing 
destination in the world. It is second only to China and has 
surpassed the US to bag the second ranking.

TEXTILES, APPARELS & LEATHER PRODUCTS: - India holds 4% 
share of the global trade in textiles and apparel. India is the 6th 
largest exporter of textiles and apparel in the world.

AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY & FISHING: - According to Inc42, 
the Indian agricultural sector is predicted to increase to US$ 24 
billion by 2025

MINING & QUARRYING: - India ranks fourth globally in terms 
of iron ore production. India is the world's second-largest coal 

producer as of 2021. India is the world's second-largest crude 
steel producer, as of 2020, with an output of 99.6 MT.

FOOD PRODUCTS, BEVERAGES, AND TOBACCO: - India is the 
world's second largest producer of food after China. It is the 
largest producer of milk, second largest producer of fruits and 
vegetables and the third largest fish producer in the world. As 
per the estimations the Potential size of the semi-processed and 
ready to eat packaged food is over US$ 90 bn.

METAL PRODUCTS: - India is the 2nd largest crude steel 
producer in the world.  India is the only country among top 10 
steel producing nations of the world to register growth in steel 
production in January-March 2022.

TRADE AND REPAIR SERVICES: - The services sector of 
India remains the engine of growth for India's economy and 
contributed 53% to India's Gross Value Added at current prices in 
FY22 (until January 2022). India's services sector GVA increased 
at a CAGR of 11.43% to Rs.101.47 trillion (US$ 1,439.48 billion) 

FINANCIAL SERVICES: - India is expected to be the fourth 
largest private wealth market globally by 2028. India's insurance 
industry has huge growth potential. India's insurance market 
is expected to reach US$ 250 billion by 2025. It also offers an 
opportunity of US$ 78 billion of additional life insurance premiums 
from 2020-30.

REAL ESTATE: - Real estate sector in India is expected to reach 
US$ 1 trillion in market size by 2030, up from US$ 200 billion in 2021 
and contribute 13% to the country's GDP by 2025.

AIR TRANSPORT: - India has become the third largest 
domestic aviation market in the world and is expected to 
overtake UK to become the third largest air passenger* 
market by 2024

RAILWAY TRANSPORT: - India has the fourth largest railway 
network with over 22,593 operating trains (9141 freight and 
13,452 passengers) with a daily passenger count of 24 million 
passengers and 203.88 million tonnes of freight. India's railway 
network is recognized as one of the largest railway systems in 
the world under single management.

SPACE LAUNCH VEHILCE: - India’s indigenous launch 
capabilities with independent access to space and the 
ability to pursue its space aspirations. India carried out several 
launches and creates competition on the global space 
launch market.

***

HappyHappy
Independence DayIndependence Day

India : The new global brand, where things are possible.
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Through the Indian stones and marbles, 
India has very smoothly made a place 
in Kuwait’s heart. The famous Avenues 
mall phase 4, Al Hamra Tower, Farwaniya 
Hospital, Dar Al Salwa, Al Awqaf Building, 

Al Thaemeer Complex, Baghli Complex, and many more 
such projects, have all been built using Indian stone, marble, 
or granites. 

This 76th Independence year, we should free our minds 
from the clutches of non-sustainable resources and adopt 
thinking of environmentally friendly resources for our planet. 
India’s commitment to using renewable sources of energy is 
a mindset to a healthy and ever-lasting sustainable future. 
We have already equipped ourselves with the setup to 
utilize renewable sources of energy such as green marble; 
they actually came into use in India in the early ‘70s and 
’80s, and we at Tajmahal Marble Centre Kuwait have been 
fabricating, importing, and exporting it since 1998. 

Now is the time that India should take the opportunity 
to position itself as the global leader in showing the path of 
true independence from environmental-related issues and 
express India’s experience in sustainable resources. 

On behalf of TajMahal Marbles, wishing all the Indians a 
very Happy 76th Independence Day!

Happy Independence Day !

Aziz F
Tajmahal Marbles, Kuwait

***

Krishnakumar Eacharath
GM, UAE Exchange Centre Co WLL, Kuwait

Happy Independence Day

Independence Day is a festival of 
freedom for us. This was made possible 
by generations of freedom fighters; some 
known, many unknown. They made great 
sacrifices. Today, you and I breathe under 
free skies thanks to their heroic deeds. I bow 

in respect to the pious memory of those brave martyrs.

Let us take nothing for granted but keep working hard 
to make our nation better. May the joy we feel today as we 
celebrate our nation's independence last throughout our 
life time. 

Happy Independence Day!

Ashish Jain
Chief Operating Officer

A.K. Modern For Gen. Trad. & Cont. Est.

India is a heaven. This is the most 
beautiful place of earth where we can 
enjoy the fragrance of nature to its best. 
Flowing with the different colours of the 

Indian culture will give immense pleasure which could make 
anyone forget anything and everything. 

To maintain this pride, we Indians need to get united 
and pledge to save our motherland and our culture from 
getting destroyed. We love to be Indians and we will always 
be proud to be Indians.

Happy Independence Day!
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Ramdas Nair 
Head of Sales & Marketing, BEC

Today, on the pious festival of the 75th 
year of freedom, the country is bowing to 
all its freedom fighters and brave heroes 
who continue to sacrifice themselves day 
and night in the defense of the nation. 

India is a land endowed with gems. I salute countless 
people from every corner of India whose names don’t even 
figure in history, but who have built this nation and have also 
taken it forward in every period.

Happy Independence Day!

Ajay Goel
Chief Operating Officer, City Centre

Happy Independence DayHappy Independence Day

Our Best Wishes to you on the 
Independence Day. Let us hail the glory 
of this wonderful country, India and its 
Freedom Fighters who made it all a Victory 
for Us. Vande Mataram!

Thousands laid down their lives so that our country is 
breathing this day Never forget their sacrifice. 

Happy Independence Day!

Sunil Menon
CEO Al Qabandi United Company, Kuwait

***

It is quite an interesting fact to know that 

India is one of the greatest hubs for Information 

Technology services. A report showed that out 

of the top 20 best Information Technology 

companies in the world, 5 companies are Indian companies. 

Apart from these five companies, we also are aware of 

India’s tremendous contribution to Silicon Valley.     

Indian Tech companies have driven growth, increased 

access to resources, healthcare, and education, creating 

jobs, resulting in falling poverty levels, and advanced 

lifestyles. India is at the forefront of technology, innovation, 

and entrepreneurship.

The nation is home to some of the youngest entrepreneurs 

in the world, with the average age of founders at a mere 

27 years. The strong ecosystem has seen a rising number 

of successful start-ups being churned out and exits taking 

place, indicating signs of a maturing ecosystem. This has 

definitely led to an increase in superior quality entrepreneurs, 

investors, and mentors with past experience helping develop 

and accelerate new businesses. 

Over the years, the nation has managed to overcome 

numerous adversities, including the shifting economic 

environments, a dearth in infrastructure, and inefficiencies 

within the system in addition to social and cultural barriers. 

The robust ecosystem has come of age and there are now 

more platforms for entrepreneurs to learn, develop, and 

create great companies than ever before.

The increasing middle class has also given rise to a new 

breed of entrepreneurs: educated, young, smart, ambitious, 

passionate, driven, and hard-working. The nation can now 

only move forward from here.  

Happy Independence Day !

LARGEST MEGA UNIVERSITY IN THE WORLD
ANNOUNCES ADMISSION FOR

(AIU, UGC & AICTE Approved Courses)

All Exams held under the supervision of Indian Embassy, Kuwait

REGISTER NOW ADMISSIONS ARE OPEN

“Gold Medal” Winning Study Centre
(In 2009 from IGNOU, New Delhi, INDIA for Best Services)

GCUE Advantages!!!

Classes are conducted in Salmiya Block 10,
Building 25, Street 1, in Basement

Contact us without delay: Gulf Centre for University Education
Riyad Center, 4th Floor, Behind Mughal Mahal Restaurant, Sharq, Kuwait.

(M) 99567867 / Tel: 22407110 / 22407119 - Email : almartin58@gmail.com

Timing: Morning - 9.00 AM to 12.00 NOON and Evening - 6.00 PM to 8.00 PM

Bachelor of Commerce - B.COM

Bachelor of Tourism Studies - BTS

Master in Business Administraon - MBA
(Specialisaon in Finance/Operaons/Markeng/Human Resource/Financial Market Pracce)

Bachelor/Master of Art in Different Majors - BA/MA
(Major in English Literature/Sociology/History/Polical Science/Public Administraon)

Bachelor Preparatory Programme - BPP (Non 10+2)
(This Programme aims at preparing those students for Admission to
Bachelor Degree Programme who do not have formal Qualificaon)

Various Diploma & Cerficate Courses Available

Indira Gandhi National Open University
New Delhi, India

Experienced Counselors Panel of Subject Experts

Flexibility of Study Quality Course Material

Happy Happy 
Independence DayIndependence Day
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Ayyob Kachery
Regional Director

Grand Hyper, Kuwait

Dr. Narender Dhir
English Optics

***

George Varghese
Assistant General Manager, 

Business Development & Marketing
UAE Ex. Co

All our national heroes provided us with an 
invaluable blueprint to not only liberate the 
nation from colonial rule, but also to rebuild 
it. Now as we look back to the seventy five 
year journey of our Independence, we 

have reasons to be proud of the considerable distance we 
have travelled. 

Today the world looks up at the miracle of India, home 
to the plurality of traditions and yet the biggest and most 
vibrant democracy. Rejoice In the Glory of India and Its 
Freedom Fighters on this Independence Day. 

Happy Independence Day!

Every human on this earth is proud 
of their country. Our country is our 
motherland, and the pride and proud we 
possess for our nation is the respect that 

we have for our motherland in our hearts and soul. Being 
an Indian has a special status of honour and dignity in the 
eyes of the world. 

Let us celebrate & enjoy the freedom to live independently 
in our country cheerfully, helpfully, hopefully, peacefully by 
remembering our national heroes who gave us freedom 
after suffering years of pain & humiliation. 

Happy Independence Day!

Look at the birds that flap their wings 

high in the sky glittering in the morning 

sun light! It is that freedom every 

man wants to enjoy in this worldly life. 

Freedom to thoughts, expressions and 

the ways of lives may make men feel fulfilled before leaving 

this earth. We all know this. Yet, are we ready to respect the 

other person as we respect our wishes.

Today in this materialistic world every man and woman 

has become a self-oriented junk of life that can be disposed 

at death. Once the spark of life leaves a human body, we 

are at nature's stake. Only our good deeds can come with 

us if we wish to have a decent burial. As responsible adults, 

we must teach our children not to step on the freedom of 

others and understand the value of boundaries and limits. 

Though countries may be split by unseen boundaries, it is the 

freedom of air that binds every limit to an unseen oneness. 

Learn to realize this. Then, the world will become a better 

place to life for every one of us.

Let us celebrate our Independence Day with all glory and 

joy and shall always remain proud to be Indian!

Happy Independence Day!

IFL Member; Nasrin 
Ejner conducted 
Online seminar 
on Leadership 
Imperative Post 
Pandemic. On 5th 
August 2021. It 
was attended by 
Indians globally 
and appreciated 
by H.E. Sibi George  
Ambassador of 
India to Kuwait.
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Satish Sharma
Manging Director

Insure & Secure Insurance Brokerage Co, Kuwait

 HAPPY 
INDEPENDENCE 

DAY 
INDIA

/BECKuwait

: 1824000 
www.beconline.com.kw

/Bec.kw

India is a land of emotions. Our emotions 
bind us together. This is the invisible cord 
that pulls us back to our motherland 
despite moving to any other country in any 
part of the world. 

It is our responsibility to keep in mind that true 
independence is only possible when we can unite as 
one nation, rising above political, religious and ethnic 
differences.  Only then is independence truly significant 
and meaningful to all. 

Happy Independence Day!

Dr. V. Binumon
Principal & Senior Administrator- ICSK senior

Today we cherish the ones who made 
our independence possible. India has 
overcome many difficult tests as well, and 
each time it emerged stronger. Freedom is 
hard to get, but we were blessed to have 
it. Let’s appreciate everything we have 

and celebrate the great miracle of freedom.

We are one. Let us all be proud of our beloved nation. 
We all have to collectively strive to make India vibrant and 
strong.

Happy Independence Day!

Happy Independence Day

Mustafa Hamza
(Vice Chairman & CEO)

Metro Medical Care Group, Kuwait

Indian democracy is the world’s largest 
democratic set-up. Running a democratic 
government in such a varied list of diversities 
is a challenge in itself. 

Our forefathers bought our freedom with their hard 
work and sacrifice. This is the day which reminds us of the 
importance of freedom- whether it is freedom to live or to 
choose your dreams. 

Happy Independence Day!
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Part 1 Book Release - Mr. P. Chidambaram 

Part 6 Book Release - Mr. Thirunaukarasar

 Part 2 book Release - Mr. T.N. Seshan 

Momento to Mrs. Maneka at Part-7 Release

Part 3 Book Release  - Actor Sarath Kumar 

Felecitation to Director Bharathiraja at Part-8 Release

Part 4 Book Release - Director K. Balachandar

Part-9 Book Release - by Actor Vikram

Part 5 Book Release - Director Visu

Momento to Sri. MSV at Part 10 Release Part 11 Book Release - Mr. Arun Shourie & Mr. Karti Momento to Sri. Ilayaraja
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Part 19 Book Release - Director Bhagyaraj Part 20 Book Release - Mr. Salman Khurshid Part 21 on Medical Achievers Release Part 22 on Indian Women Talents Release
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Shares the happiness of INDEPENDENCE DAY
with our community.

IFL Editorial Team

with them
N.C. Mohandoss

www.iflkuwait.com (indianfrontliners) - Email:  frontlinerskuwait@gmail.com / ncmohandoss@yahoo.com
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Some Sweet memories of 2022 events at Indian Embassy KuwaitSome Sweet memories of 2022 events at Indian Embassy Kuwait
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Dear All,

On our nation’s 76th Independence 
Day celebrations, it gives me great 
pleasure to extend my Independence 

Day wishes to all proud Indians. 

I take this opportunity to thank HE Sibi George, Indian 
Ambassador to Kuwait for all his contributions to the Indian 
diaspora in Kuwait. He has worked tirelessly for the benefit 
of the community especially during the chaotic pandemic 
times. At a time when all our minds were filled with anxiety, 
he gave us hope and cleared our doubts by conducting a 
lot of meetings. 

His contributions 
are not limited to the 
Indian community 
in Kuwait but also 
to those in the 
motherland during 
their time of need 
by sending oxygen 
cylinders from Kuwait 
to India. To tackle 
the second wave of 
COVID-19 in India, Liquid Medical Oxygen (LMO) and other 
medical supplies were sent to India from Kuwait. More than 
400 MT of LMO, over 12,000 oxygen cylinders, and oxygen 
concentrators & ventilators were sent to India from Kuwait. 
Air transport bubble was created, due to his efforts, between 
India and  Kuwait for the swift  transport of supplies. 

The visit to Kuwait in June 2021 by External Affairs Minister 
Dr. S. Jaishankar was a landmark visit that rekindled the 
diplomatic ties between Kuwait and India – an event in 
which HE Sibi George played a pivotal role. I also wish to 
highlight his contribution in making Kuwait a center for 
conducting NEET exams, the first ever in any foreign country. 

Dr. Mahendhran
Chairman,

Institution of Engineer (India) - Kuwait Chapter
KUWAIT.

He has also taken several steps to improve consular services 
at the embassy and launched various outreach programs.

HE’s relationship 
with IEI KC has been 
one of mutual respect 
and cooperation 
from the start. As 
part of the 75th  
Independence day 
celebrations of India 
as well as the 60th  
year of establishment 
of diplomatic relations between India & Kuwait, we delivered 
several online seminars for the benefit of the community in 
Kuwait and those in India in  association with Indian Embassy. 
We also organized an online seminar on UN water day in 
association with Indian Front liners. 

HE Sibi George’s initiatives for the benefit of Indian 
community will always be in our  minds. His transfer is a loss 
to all of us. It is with a heavy heart that we bid him goodbye 
and wish him success in all his future endeavors. 

The responsibility 
of the spouse of a 
diplomat is equally 
important as that 
of the diplomat. I 
would be amiss not 
to mention Mrs. Joice 
Sibi whose hospitality 
and generosity we 
are thankful for. 
The 11-day long exhibition of her paintings, showcasing 
India’s rich and vibrant cultural heritage, was a highlight 
of the celebrations marking 60 years of dynamic Kuwait-
India relations. Thank you, madam, for all your efforts and 
contributions to our community.

The Institution of Engineers (India) [IEI] started in in 1920 
in Madras as a statutory body to promote and advance 
engineering and technology. The Institution was granted 

Royal Charter 
in 1935 by His 
Majesty the King 
and Emperor 
George V, which 
was a momentous 
event in the history 
of Engineering 
Industry and 
education in India. 

IEI has been recognized as a Scientific and Industrial 
Research Organization by the Ministry of Science & 
Technology, Govt. of India. The Institution of Engineers 
(India) established Kuwait Chapter in November 1995 for its 
members residing and practicing engineering profession in 
Kuwait.

As we celebrate our nation’s Independence Day, let us 
remember our past leaders who lost their lives in the battle 
for the freedom we are enjoying today. The citizens who live 
abroad create the image of their homeland in the country 
where they live. Be a good citizen and let India be proud of 
us.

Once again wishing you all a Happy Independence Day.

***

N.S. Shetty
(Oriental Restaurant group)

As we all know India is a country of unity 
in diversity. The mountain ranges, river-
irrigated areas, rivers, and streams, forest, 
and desert all have beautified India with 
their outstanding diversity amongst people 
various races, castes, creed, religion, and 
languages. 

Unity in diversity provides a source of tourism for India. 
Without peace, our diversity is of no use. It is the common 
duty of the government and the people of India to keep 
the beautiful diversity of our nation secured in the card of 
unity intact.

Happy Independence Day!
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Happy Independence DayHappy Independence Day
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Rajpal Tyagi B. Architecture,
Managing Director & Partner

International Interiors

Happy Independence DayHappy Independence Day

Indian culture is considered the oldest 
in the world dating back to 5,000 years. 
Indian family value system is unique, as it 
is intertwined with our rich cultural history. 
One of the longest surviving institutions of 

India, ‘Indian Family’ represents the three pillars of Loyalty, 
Integrity and Unity. 

We believe in strong family relationships. Love, care, 
affection are the traits that we give most importance for. 
Family becomes the first school for the children where 
they learn the practical education of life. The unity within 
the family incorporates the feeling of being united in the 
country.

Happy Independence Day!

Happy Independence DayHappy Independence Day
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Happy Independence Day

KUWAIT - ENGLISH OPTICS
Hawally - North Nugra Complex - (Nugra Shamali) Behind ATM

National Bank of Kuwait, Shop No. 35, - Ground Floor, Kuwait - Tel.: +965 97800516

KUWAIT - ENGLISH OPTICS
Sharooq Complex - Mahameed Building, Ground Floor,

Shop No. 13, Kuwait - Tel.: +965 22640411

ENGLISH OPTICS
Fahaheel - Al-Hoor Complex - Dabbous St.,

Near Mughal Mahal Restaurant, Kuwait - Tel.: +965 23917100

Email : narinderdhir@hotmail.com

On this day 75 years back, at the stroke 
of midnight, India gained its independence 
from colonial rule after a long freedom 
struggle and supreme sacrifices by thousands 

of our country men and women. Let there be freedom in 
your mind and body, faith in your wards and pride in your 
soul. Let's salute our nation.

I am proud to be Indian and wish all the Indians a Happy 
Independence Day.

Raja Ganapathy
(KNPC)

Nitin Singhvi
SVP & Chief Financial Officer, ATC  - Kuwait

In the years since Independence, India 
has had many achievements of which to 
be proud. It has a robust parliamentary 
democracy, an independent media and 
a vocal civil society. 

Our multicultural project is a celebration of humanity. 
It builds on the goodwill, sacrifice and resilience of 
generations. Ask yourself this question today, what can I do 
to make my nation better? Then go head and do it.

Happy Independence Day!

Bhikaiji Rustom Cama

Unsung Hero

Bhikaiji Rustom Cama was a 
prominent figure in the Indian 
Independence Struggle. She is 
famous for hosting the precursor 
to the Indian National Flag on 

foreign soil. For this act, she came to be known as the 
‘Mother of the Indian Revolution’.

Bhikaiji Cama spoke at length about the 
devastating effects of British Colonialism at Stuttgart, 
Germany in 1907. These effects included constant 
famine and crippling taxes that had ripped the 
Indian economy to shreds. It was during this event 
when she unfurled the “Flag of Independence”. 

Bhikaji Cama has the distinction of being first 
Indian to unfurl a precursor of the Indian National 
Flag. The flag which had designed originally would 
be a blueprint upon which other variants of the 
Indian national flag would be based on. Along with 
being an ardent independence activist, she was also 
an advocate for woman’s rights and the universal 
suffrage.

Happy Independence Day
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Dr. Anis Ahmad 
Director,Education - SIMS 

Paradigm Pionners Group (UAE, Kuwait & India)

N.V. Perumal
General Manager-Telecom

Abdullah Alkhrinej Gen. Trad. & Cont Co. (AGTC)

Happy Independence DayHappy Independence Day

Sanjeev Suri
Country Manager, Air India, Kuwait 

Today we celebrate the glory of 
freedom. Your contribution towards 
making the country better and stronger is 
very important. We need to be mindful of 
how our actions and inactions affect other 

people’s wellbeing. 

To our freedom fighters, to our soldiers, to our heroes of 
the nation, they are the reason we are still alive, and we will 
never forget their sacrifice. 

Happy Independence Day!

For long, the Indian Nation has strived 
hard for winning freedom. By the grace of 
God, by the blessings of great men, and 
by the unique sacrifice of the people, 
independence has been won.

Let us all pray to the Omnipresent God 
to shower his grace so that with the hard won freedom, our 
country becomes prosperous, is rid of famine, and there 
are no social skirmishes and the entire nation lives in an 
atmosphere of amity and kindness.

Happy Independence Day!

As an independent nation, we have 
been players on the world stage, and have 
established our ability to govern ourselves 
and hold independent and non-aligned 
positions in world affairs.

let’s all truly believe and act within these ideals. The 
national interest, the national cause must always go above 
and beyond, partisan politics and private interests; it must 
always be pre-eminent, for in this way we are all better off 
in all situations and for all times. 

Happy Independence Day!
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Eng. Joseph Panicker, FIE, Int.PE
Former Chairman of IEI, Kuwait Chapter

N. Radha Krishnan 
Sangeetha Restaurant

***

Mohamed RS Hameed
Director, 

Arabian Corrosions Gen. Trad. & Cont. Co.Independence Day is the time to rethink 
who we are and how we got here. Together 
we can win the world, together we can 
conquer our fear and together we can be a 
happy place.

Let new India arise out of peasants' cottage, grasping 
the plough, out of huts, cobbler and sweeper. Let me be 
the first person to wish you a special . 

Happy Independence Day!

The future, progress, and development of 
our great country do not depend solely on 
technological advancements but on how 
we build social cohesion and trust between 

our nation and its people. Let’s continue building a great 
nation, which we can all rely on and be proud of. 

Let us be mindful of everything we can do for our nation 
to make it a place of wealth, peace, and happiness. 
Here’s wishing you and your family a safe and Happy 
Independence Day!

On this day, we shall join in paying 
our respectful homage to these great 
personalities, re-ignite our hearts with 
patriotic fervour, re-resolve to maintain 
unity in diversity and work towards 

strengthening of the nation in all its dimensions through hard 
work, adopting high ethical standards, spirited performance 
of our duties and innovating to bring in positive differences 
to the society. 

Freedom is the most precious thing in every human’s 
life. No one has a right to take it away, and we need to do 
everything to protect our society from cruelty and violence. 

Today is a day to feel proud about being a part of this 
great nation. May this spirit of freedom lead us all to success 
and glory in life. Let’s strive towards achieving a bright future. 

Happy Independence Day!

HappyHappy
Independence DayIndependence Day

Happy Independence DayHappy Independence Day

With Best Compliments

Madinah Supermarket Fahaheel
Tel.: 23920639

Madinah Supermarket Abuhalifa
Tel.: 23713836

Happy Independence Day
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Bala
RBR Co. for Food Supply

Happy Independence Day

Every citizen should have a sense of 
belonging wherever they find themselves. 
May all our politicians rise to the great task 
of building trust between the people and 
the nation so we can have peace and 

stability in our country. 

Let’s salute our great nation on its Independence Day! I 
hope you all feel grateful for the freedom you have and are 
proud of the nation you were born to. Jai Hind!

Happy Independence Day!

Suresh K. P
Advertising & Media Marketing Business (Consultant); 

 Acting Chief Coordinator - Community-ICSG Kuwait

Citizens around the world celebrate 
India’s Independence Day with gusto each 
year, enthusiastically commemorating 
the birth of the nation to showcase their 
patriotism. Freedom is hard to get, but we 

were blessed to have it. Let’s appreciate everything we 
have and celebrate our freedom.

Remembering our past is extremely important. But 
we also have to think about building our future. Let’s do 
everything to keep our freedom and carry it through the 
years. 

Happy Independence Day!

Tiruppur Kumaran

Unsung Hero

Tiruppur Kumaran 

(Kodi katha kumaran) or 

Kumarasvami, born in a 

weaver family in Chennimalai-

Tamilnadu, was influenced by 

Gandhian principles and ideals during the course of 

the Indian freedom struggle. Kumaran established 

the Desa Bandhu Youth Association. His family got 

worried for his life, with his commitment towards the 

cause of freedom.

He actively participated in demonstrations and 

protests. Tiruppur led the revolt against the British 

Empire in the year 1932 when Gandhi ji was arrested 

by the colonial authorities. Symbolizing the Indian 

Freedom Struggle, Kumaran held the Indian National 

Congress flag in the protest march. Despite the harsh 

beating by the British colonial police, he held the flag 

firmly in his hands. He was beaten to death by the 

British.

Syed Anwar
Marina Optics

Unity in diversity plays a big role in 
maintaining peaceful co-existence 
with people with different cultures and 
backgrounds. If unity is shown by people, 
it will give us global recognition. Last 

but not least, unity in diversity will help in the growth and 
development of our country.

Let us all pledge to protect the peace and unity of our 
great nation.

Happy Independence Day!

Happy Independence Day
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Ashfaque Ahmed Khan
President, Indian Cultural Society Kuwait

Dr. Sami P Venkat
Manging Director 

Al Maha Star Gen. Trad. for Equipments & Vehicles

For millennia, India has given so much to 
the world – in philosophy and democracy, 
science and architecture, art, sport and 
culture. 

Responsible citizens celebrate Independence Day and 
hope for a brighter tomorrow. Respecting our nation shows 
that we have integrity and that we love our country.

Happy Independence Day!

Our glorious culture, the message of 
truth and non-violence, multi-religious 
people makes me proud to be an Indian. 
I am proud to be an Indian because I am 
aware that it is a great privilege and an 
immense responsibility too.

It is only by the grace of Almighty that we can safeguard 
the freedom that we have achieved and also help all the 
living beings on earth to lead a happy life.

Happy Independence Day!

India is an enormous country, filled with 
incredible people and an amazing diversity 
of traditions, cuisines and religions. Hope 
you can feel the pride of being a part of 
this glorious nation. 

It is a time to feel the pride and to show respect for 
every freedom fighter that have shed their blood for their 
country’s freedom. Here is my warm patriotic wish to make 
this unique day truly memorable.

Happy Independence Day!

Happy Independence Day
Happy Independence Day

L. Alloysius Martin
Centre Director

Gulf Centre for University Education

Happy Independence DayHappy Independence Day
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Happy Independence DayHappy Independence Day

M. Srinivasan
Bollywood Restaurant

Mohammed Ghouse
Founder, Velldon Real Promoters

This Independence Day is very special 
because it marks the beginning of the 76th 
year of independent India. India has come 
a long way since 1947; we have made great 
strides in terms of health, industry, scientific 

achievements, and more importantly, in lifting millions of 
people out of poverty.

On the occasion of 76th Independence Day, let us come 
together to celebrate the biggest occasion for every Indian 
and promise to protect it.

Happy Independence Day!

We, as proud citizens of India have 
arrived at another Glorious year of our 
Independence. We salute our Great Nation 
in the 76th year of our Independence 
Day of India. We remember this day to 
recall the hard struggles by which our 
Independence was achieved. I am 

especially overwhelmed to see the great progress that our 
beloved Nation has achieved in the past years.

On the jubilant occasion of our Independence Day it 
gives me immense pleasure to extend my greetings to all.

Happy Independence Day!

Indian Restaurant
ANNAPOORNA UNAVAGAM

Building No 10, Street No 41, Block 4, Mangaf, Kuwait

Phone : +965 66868193 - 67779442 - 60729991

md;dg+Hzh cztfk;

kq;fhg;, Fitj;

K. Dhanapathi (Pathi)

Happy Independence DayHappy Independence Day

Location Scan

www.wavespress.com
Bldg. 1538, Industrial Area, Near Al-Nasser Sports, Al-Rai.
Tel.: 2471 3820, 2471 3920 - Email: wavespress@gmail.com

OFFSET PRINTING      |      PACKAGING      |      DIGITAL  PRINTING     |      DESIGN

OFFSET & DIGITAL PRINT
Brochures
Profiles
Posters
Flyers
Folders
Scratch cards
Gift cards
Rollup banner
Sticker

PACKAGING
Labels
Boxes
Paper cups sleeves
6 pack holders
Bags
Tissue boxes

PUBLICATIONS
Magazines
Annual reports
Coffee table books
Newsletters
Calendars
Diaries
Notebooks

Banners
Wobblers
Shelf strips
Danglers

Happy Independence DayHappy Independence Day
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Delhi Batcha
Prop; Alsafi Restaurant

Let's celebrate the day that gave us 
the freedom of thought, actions, faith and 
speech! Today we celebrate the land 
of the free and the home of the brave. 

Independence a precious gift from God; May we always 
remain independent. On this special day here's wishing our 
dreams of a new tomorrow come true! May your day be 
filled with patriotic spirit!

Happy Independence Day!

Rerefining of Used Lubricating Oil Plant.
Lube Oil Blending Plant.
Grease Manufacturing Plant.
White Spirit Plant.
Crude Oil Topping Units.

Complete Training before 
Handover.

Training to Plant Staff.

PRE-COMMISSIONING 
& COMMISSIONING

1

23

What We Offer

EPC PLANT 
DESIGN & 

DETAIL 
ENGINEERING

Process Engineering

Mechanical 
Engineering

Electrical & 
Instrumentation 
Engineering

Piping 
Engineering

Structural 
Engineering

1

2
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5

FABRICATION

Associates with World Class 
Facilities.

Third Party QC 
Audit

Timely 
Delivery

1

23

On-site assistance with Trained Manpower 
with a vast Experience.

Contact Us for

The Latest, the Best with Sustainability!

Balaji Consultants

Our Happy Customers

Alfa Lubes, Kuwait
KLOC, Kuwait
Alcheamy Minerals and Chemicals, Colombo, Sri Lanka

Auto Oil Recycling Unit, Riyadh, Kingdom Of Saudi Arabia

Almutajadida for Oil industry and Refining Co, Amman, Jordan

As Al Bilal Lubricants Factory Recycling Plant, Riyadh , KSA

Gulf Petrochem, Sharjah , UAE

Motolube ( PTY) ltd, Johannesburg, South Africa

Vision Oil Recycling, Fujairah, UAE

Min Oils Ltd, Dhaka, Bangladesh

Yanbu United Company for trading and Industries, Yanbu, KSA
As Al Bilal Lubricants Factory recycling plant, Riyadh

To know more please visit 
www.rerefining.in

Contact Us at info@rerefining.in

15+ YEARS OF EXCELLENCE15+ YEARS OF EXCELLENCE15+ YEARS OF EXCELLENCE

Happy Independence DayHappy Independence Day

M. Shahinsha Khan
Managing Director NQG Stationary & 

Group of Companies Kuwait.
Founder Shahinsha Welfare Trust Chennai.

India is a country where people respect 
elders. People of India live in peace and 
harmony. India is the only country where 
there are people of different languages, 

religions and race, but all of them live together in harmony. 
India is an integrated country where people show 
brotherhood among others.

Happy Independence Day!

The Rain And The Sun
        By Najma Aziz Chakkiwala

I have always been a rain person, 
something about the gloomy weather 
and dark clouds filled me with this sense of 
calm I cannot seem to be able to find with 

the sun shining bright and the flowers blooming. Thus, if I ever 
were to leave and return to you, I yearned to come back 
again as the rain.

I wished to kiss you through the little drops of water that 
fell on your face while you squeezed your eyes shut and 
scrunched your nose tilting your head towards the sky, 
looking at me. 

I hoped to hear your noisy thoughts and silence them with 
the heavy downpour till all you heard is the sound of fast 
pitter-pattering water against your eardrums, listening to me.

I longed to hold you close in my arms like the moisture 
that covered your entire body and craved to gently caress 
the hair falling in your eyes and fly them away from your face 
through the windy mist while you shivered, feeling me. 

I prayed to the universe with everything that I am for this 
wish to come true, and it did. But while I became the rain, 
you became the sun, and like every other tragic love story, 
we were perfectly beautiful together, but we could never 
be together.

Happy Independence Day !

***

Happy Independence DayHappy Independence Day
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Happy Independence DayHappy Independence Day

Breaking new ground in skies!

Father-daughter duo creates history by flying 
fighter jets together

Fathers and sons flying together in commercial or fighter 
planes is quite a usual sight around the world. However, India 
recently witnessed an unprecedented sight. Air commodore 
Sanjay Sharma and his 24-year-old daughter Ananya Sharma 
flew in the same formation.

The father-daughter duo created history on 30 May 
2022, when they flew in the same formation of Hawk-132 
aircraft at Air Force Station Bidar, Karnataka, where Flying 
Officer Ananya Sharma is undergoing her training before she 
graduates onto faster and more superior fighter aircraft of 
the IAF.

There has never been a previous instance where a father 
and his daughter were part of the same fighter formation for 
a mission. 

According to Air Commodore Sharma, as a child, Ananya 
would always say that she wanted to be a fighter pilot just 
like him. “After her commissioning as a Flying Officer, she 
came and saluted me. I was really proud. I'm still very proud." 
He said that May 30 was the biggest day in his life when he 
flew in the same Hawk aircraft formation at Bidar.

While women were excluded from combat missions in the 

Indian Armed Forces, it was not until 2016 that IAF inducted 
three women as fighter pilots. The IAF has inducted 15 women 
into its fighter stream since then. These women have already 
started flying MiG-21s, Sukhoi-30MKIs and Rafales.

After acquiring a B.Tech degree in Electronics and 
Communication, Ananya was selected for training for the 
IAF’s flying arm. In December 2021, she was commissioned 
as a fighter pilot, closely following in her father’s footsteps.

In 1989, her father Air Commodore Sharma received his 
commission in the IAF's fighter stream. He has vast expertise 
in fighter operations, leading a front-line fighter station and 
a Mig-21 Squadron.

“When I was growing up,” Ananya said, “we were mostly 
posted to fighter bases, so we would often hear the sound 
of jets flying over us. Knowing that my father is flying one 
of them was always an inspiration. The sound of fighter jets 
always inspired me.” She said while she was curious about the 
absence of woman fighter pilots, and her father motivated 
her to become one.

For Ananya, flying with her father in the same formation is 
just the beginning. She is now under training to fly “faster and 
superior” aircraft of the IAF.

***
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Ashaya Siddharth, A Fired Up Little Feminist

Kids love listening to stories - adventure stories, fairy tale 
stories, funny stories. But Ashaya loves a different kind - 
feminist stories. Not only does she love hearing them, but she 
is doing a fantastic job of sharing them with the world!

At just 9 years, Ashaya, runs Fired Up Little Feminist, a 
YouTube channel on feminism for kids. Ashaya talks about 
inspiring female icons - historic women to girls making history, 
today. Some of her most watched videos are on popular 
icons like Amelia Earhart and women who are silently but 
diligently making strides, like Nadia Nadim, a footballer 
and Nemonte Nenquimo, an 
Amazonian activist.

Ashaya also interviews women 
breaking the bias in their fields - an 
explorer from England, a scientist 
from Denmark and a girl with an IQ 
higher than Albert Einstein! 

She hopes to encourage and 
inspire young kids with stories of these 
incredible women who push the limits and aim for the stars.

Ashaya’s passion shines through! She articulates concepts 
of gender equality with ease. She talks about the U.S. 
women soccer team achieving the same pay as the men’s, 
and bridging the gender pay gap, for the first time, ever. She 
also encourages kids to be kind, with videos on charity for 
underprivileged women.

Fired Up Little Feminist is already gaining a global audience 
and we’d like to see this fiery young girl inspiring kids around 
the world with stories of fiery women!

YouTube Channel: Fired Up Little Feminist

***

- By Hari Lakhsmanan
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DROUPADI MURMU
The first tribal woman 

President of India

In a world where the new normal keeps shifting and 

intertwining with various modules, in a place where you come 

from holds more substance than what you can offer, shines a 

bright new day of hope. As of 25th July 2022, India's first tribal 

woman president, Droupadi Murmu, will effectively take 

the oath and begin her tenure. She is not only the second 

woman to become the president of India, breaking the 

norms of patriarchy, but also the first to originate from a tribal 

community breaking the norms of nepotism present within 

the system. 

Apart from these 

groundbreaking 

achievements, 

she will also be 

the first president 

born after India's 

independence.

Murmu, aged 64 years and born on June 20, 1958, 

endured tremendous loss and suffering before receiving the 

country's top constitutional post. She was brought up in the 

Uparbeda village of Mayurbhanj district in Odisha, belonging 

to the Santhal Tribe. Both her father and grandfather were 

village heads as per the Panchayati Raj Systems. She married 

Shyam Charan Murmu, a banker who died in 2014. They 

shared two sons, who sadly passed away and a daughter, 

Itishree Murmu, who works as a banker.

From a very young age, Droupadi Murmu was an 

outstanding candidate towards her education. She 

started her line of work by working as an assistant professor 

at the Shri Aurobindo Integral Education and Research 

Institute, Rairangpur. Then, as a junior assistant at the 

Irrigation Department of the Government of Odisha before 

proceeding towards her political career.

In 1997, she joined the Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP) and was 

elected as the 

councilor of the 

Rairangpur Nagar 

P a n c h a y a t . 

Later, in 2002, 

she became the 

Chairperson of 

the Rairangpur 

N a g a r 

Panchayat and served as the National Vice-President of BJP 

Scheduled Tribes Morcha. On May 18, 2015, she took oath as 

the Governor of Jharkhand whilst becoming the first woman 

in doing so at the same time being the first female tribal 

leader to be anointed as a governor of the Indian state.

Barring from the normal, fighting against all odds and 

rising towards ultimate triumph, Murmu not only becomes the 

first tribal female president of India but also a beacon as a 

symbol for future generations belonging to various economic, 

religious and educational backgrounds. Her victory is not hers 

alone; it is the conquest of centuries of patriarchy, nepotism, 

favoritism, appeasement, discrimination and gender bias. 

Regardless of 

her struggles and 

the demise of 

her loved ones, 

she continued 

to believe and 

pursue what ***

she knew she could achieve. Merely a year after the loss 

of her husband, she worked and became the Governor 

of Jharkhand, demonstrating her commitment. She is now 

the most influential person in the country, with the Prime 

Minister standing alongside her at events and armed forces 

welcoming their commander-in-chief. We have entered a 

chapter in history that will significantly affect the country's 

future especially as we are nearing the 76th Independence 

Day. A new ray of sunshine lights the path as we complete 

75 years of freedom.

Happy Independence Day !

- By Harshita Jindal
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Happy Independence Day
Happy Independence Day
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